
1 INTRODUCTION 

Significant progress in development and practical 
application of compact electronic components and 
devices for centimeter and millimeter-wave radio 
communication systems, wireless computer 
networks, radars and sensors necessitates the 
development of new compact high gain and low cost 
antennas. However, design of planar high gain and 
high efficiency millimeter wave antennas still 
remains a serious challenge in antenna engineering 
[1-2]. Many planar antenna arrays using 
conventional transmission lines suffer from the 
increasing dielectric and conductor loss at millimeter 
wavelengths [2]. The leading candidates for high-
gain planar antennas are various kinds of waveguide 
slotted antenna arrays with the antenna gain more 
than 30 dBi at 60 GHz and higher frequencies while 
their radiation efficiency is not less that 60 % [2]. At 
the same time, leaky-wave antenna arrays (LWAA) 
[3-7] are also promising candidates for millimeter 
wave applications, because of such advantages, as a 
simple structure and a quite high radiation 
efficiency, as well as a low-cost printing technology 
of fabrication. The size of LWAA and its radiation 
properties directly depend on the design and 
performance of the feeding device for dielectric 
waveguide (DWG), which is a base part of many 
leaky-wave structures. In developed so far dielectric 

LWAA DWG has been excited by a rectangular 
waveguide, a sectoral horn, a parabolic reflector, a 
waveguide slot, and a linear array of radiating 
elements similar to slots or microstrip stubs [4-7]. 
Despite considerable progress in designing compact 
and efficient LWAA, obviously there is still room 
for improvement of the broadside LWAA, 
concerning decrease of return loss and side lobe 
level (SLL) of the radiation pattern, increase of 
directivity, radiation efficiency and gain,  
minimization of the antenna size and weight.  

This report presents two more technical solutions 
of broadside LWAA, composed of DWG and planar 
diffraction grating [8-9]. The proposed antennas 
have center-fed single dielectric layer structures, 
designed to provide low return loss and effective 
linearly polarized broadside radiation. 

2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 

The principle of operation of the LWAA, considered 
in this report, is based on a well-known effect of 
surface electromagnetic waves transformation, while 
propagating along the DWG, into leaky waves, 
radiating from the structure due to scattering of the 
surface waves on a periodic diffraction grating [3], 
[7]. The proposed LWAA are supposed to operate on 
the −1

st
 spatial harmonic of the diffraction field and 
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all their parameters are chosen and calculated in a 
way to perform as resonant diffraction structures in 
vicinity of Bragg diffraction of the second order and 
to form a narrow broadside beam. For such a 
purpose,  parameters of the radiation structure are 
to satisfy a known condition dvc 00)(  ; c — 

velocity of light in the free space, v(λ0) — phase 
velocity of surface waves, λ0 — wavelength of 
radiation, d — period of grating [3], [7]. 

The first of two proposed center-fed LWAA [8]  
(Figure 1), developed for 36—37.5 GHz frequency 
range, consists of a grounded DWG 1, a periodic 
diffraction grating (forming the radiation aperture 
with the size of Lx×Ly) composed of two arrays of 
parallel metal strips 2 (having common central strip), 
and a feeding device 3 for the DWG. One of the 
embodiments of the feeding device can be described 
as a rectangular waveguide with coupling slots, cut 
in its upper broad wall [8]. In the particular design, 
the feeding device is formed by a metal rectangular 
trough waveguide with an input rectangular slot in 
the center of the bottom, and a linear array of L-
shaped slots, cut in the metal ground plate of DWG 
underneath the central strip of the grating, as shown 
in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. A general view of the first antenna design 

When an excitation is applied to the input slot, 

TE10 electromagnetic waves propagate along the 

trough in opposite (±OY) directions. Due to the 

presence of L-shaped slots, periodically situated at 

the distance of a half of TE10 mode wavelength in 

the trough at the central design frequency, leakage of 

power into DWG takes place, causing intensive 

excitation of TM surface waves, propagating in 

opposite (±OX) directions along the DWG. 

Diffraction of these waves on the periodic arrays of 

metal strips results in radiation into surrounding 

space, and, since leaky waves from both left and 

right parts of the structure are in phase towards +OZ 

direction, intensive broadside radiation arises, 

producing a single main beam in the radiation 

pattern. To eliminate a problem of sharp decrease of 

radiation efficiency at broadside, inherent to many 

open periodic structures operating in the vicinity of 

the open stop-band [6], [10], in [8] has been 

suggested to choose the width of the central strip of 

the grating to be close (or equal) to the period dx, 

both left and right parts (strip arrays) of the grating 

to move to the left and to the right on one quarter of 

dx and to choose the thickness of the DWG  to be 

close (or equal) to one quarter of a  wavelength in 

dielectric. 

The first center-fed LWAA has been designed for 

36—37.5 GHz frequency range in order to obtain the 

antenna gain not less than 30 dBi. Also, various 

means to reduce the side lobe level of the E-plane 

(XOZ) radiation pattern have been tried: for 

instance, use of non-equidistant grating with strips of 

non-equal width, or use of equidistant grating with 

strips of constant width, but with reflecting metal 

walls, short-circuiting outer edges of the strips to the 

ground plate at the left and right borders of the 

DWG.  

To minimize the total size of the LWAA, another 

design of the antenna has been proposed recently [9]. 

The second center-fed LWAA (Figure 2) like the 

first one consists of a grounded DWG 1, a periodic 

diffraction grating (forming the radiation aperture) 

composed of parallel metal strips 2, but contains a 

different feeding device 3 for the DWG [9]. 

 

Figure 2. A general view of the second antenna design 

To feed the antenna, a rectangular input slot 4 is 

cut in the center of the metal ground plate. The 

feeding device 3 is coplanar to the metal strip grating 

2 and composed of the central strip of the grating 

with two lateral rows of rectangular metal stubs, 

attached to both edges of the strip, similarly to a 

printed comb line structure with alternate radiating 

stubs.  

The strips and the stubs are periodically 

positioned along OX and OY axis with dx and dy 
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spacing; the size of the radiating aperture is Lx×Ly. 

The main radiation beam direction 5 is shown as a 

black arrow. 
Corresponding to the described above principle of 

operation, at the design frequency of the antenna, 
period dx is to be taken equal to one wavelength of 
the surface waves, propagating along DWG in ±OX 
directions; period dy — equal to one wavelength of 
waves, excited via input slot in the transmission line 
(formed by the central strip with lateral stubs) and 
propagating in ±OY directions. Therefore, the main 
beam is normal to the radiating aperture. More 
precisely, the transmission line, formed by the 
central strip with stubs and short-circuited to the 
ground at both ends, performs as an input power 
divider. According to the above-mentioned spacing 
dy, at the design frequency one part of the input 
power directly radiates from the structure along OZ 
axis, but the other, larger part of the input power, 
due to the presence of discontinuities (stubs), 
converts into the power of TM surface waves, 
propagating along DWG in ±OX directions. As the 
result of their diffraction on the strip grating, the 
antenna radiates in OZ direction with the electric 
field linearly polarized in XOZ plane and parallel to 
OX axis. Since the second proposed LWAA also 
utilizes a combined corporate-series feed, its 
operating frequency range (as for the first LWAA) is 
limited by the frequency-dependent beam split. 
However, as it will be shown further, in case of 
narrow-band applications (2—3) % such LWAA can 
provide a rather high directivity, up to 28—30 dBi. 
To avoid considerable reflection and return loss at 
the resonant frequency, in the second proposed 
antenna the DWG thickness is also chosen about one 
quarter wave length in the media with the same 
relative dielectric permittivity εr (for DWG 
supporting TM surface waves) and the width of the 
central strip of the diffraction grating is taken close 
to dx. In such a case a quite low reflection at the 
input point of the antenna can be obtained — less 
than −15 dB [8], [9]. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The initial parameters of the radiating aperture of the 

first LWAA (Figure 1, a), such as DWG thickness, 

strip width and spacing (period dx) have been 

calculated using a simple mathematical model, 

developed for an infinite periodic structure 

consisting of a grounded dielectric slab with a 1D-

periodic metal strip grating. This structure has been a 

subject of such well-known theoretical works, as [6], 

[11]—[14] and analyzed in detail in reference to 

leaky-wave antennas and various reflective surfaces. 

A commonly used approach to the analysis is based 

on formulation of the dispersion equation and 

calculation of  j0  — the complex 

propagation constant of the fundamental spatial 

harmonic. The result is further used to calculate the 

propagation constant d 21  of the −1st 

spatial harmonic and then other characteristics of the 

electromagnetic fields in the structure and in the 

surrounding space, including the main beam 

radiation angle [3], [6]. 

In this work a diffraction model is applied [11], [12], 

which consider scattering of a plane H-polarized 

incident wave by an infinite extent structure with 

periodic array of conductive strips of infinitesimal 

thickness Δ, Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. A single layer 1D-periodic structure 

Using the point-matching technique, described in 
[11] and [12] for the structure shown in Figure 3, the 
following system of inhomogeneous algebraic 
equations can be obtained to calculate then the  
unknown complex amplitudes An of   components 
of the scattered waves in the region 1:   
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where  cos00 k and  sin00 k - transverse 

and longitudinal propagation constants of the 

incident wave; 00 2 k - free-space wave 

number;  - the incidence angle; dnn /20  , 

,...2,1,0 n  - longitudinal propagation constant 

of the n
th

 spatial harmonic;   2/122

0 nn k  and 
2/122

0 )( nn k  - transverse propagation constants 

of the n
th

 harmonic in regions 1 and 2 respectively. 

At the next step the dependence of  )(1 θA can be 

found, as well as the angle θ-1m providing maximum 

of 1A , and the approximate value of  the 

attenuation constant -1 from , 
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where Δθm is the half-power beam width of 

 )(1 θA  [15]. 

Use of such approach allows fast obtaining pretty 

accurate data on the frequency- and angle-dependent 

behavior of the infinite structure as a receiving 

leaky-wave antenna array.  Numerous calculations 

and experiments have proven that this simple 

technique yields a quite satisfactory result if the 

incidence angle is not too close to zero (in most 

cases not less than 1—2 deg.) and the number of 

retained space harmonics (2N+1)≥45…50. 

Therefore, the diffraction model may be successfully 

used for initial estimation of the necessary DWG 

thickness h, strip width w and spacing (period dx). 

Figures 4—5 illustrate characteristics of the first 

center-fed LWAA (DWG — Rogers RT/Duroid 

5880, thickness h=1.524 mm, the aperture size 

Lx×Ly=104.5 mm×108 mm) in 36—37.5 GHz 

frequency range obtained by computer simulation 

using CST Microwave Studio: the reflection 

coefficient s11, the antenna gain G and the sidelobe 

level SLL of the E-plane radiation pattern (Figure 6). 
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Figure 4. Simulated reflection coefficient at the input point 
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Figure 5. Simulated antenna gain 
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Figure 6. Simulated sidelobe level of E-plane (XOZ) radiation 
pattern 

The antenna demonstrates a low reflection at the 
input point and a rather high gain while the radiation 
efficiency is within 49 % …58 % and the SLL in the 
E-plane is below −18 dB. The average half-power 
beam width in E- and H-plane is 5.5 deg.×4.5 deg. 
The measured and simulated characteristics of the 
antenna are close enough. Worth to notice that the 
proposed design of the antenna allows an 
independent control of amplitude distribution in 
radiating aperture, as in E-, as in H-plane, and to 
attain some better radiation efficiency (at least up to 
about 70%, as reported in [8]). 

Two examples of the second proposed LWAA 
have been designed for 24—24.4 GHz and 36.5—
37.3 GHz frequency ranges, in intention to obtain 
the antenna gain not less than 30 dBi. The first 
example with the aperture size 156 mm×156 mm 
(DWG — Teflon, thickness h=2 mm) provides the 
antenna gain 30…30.7 dBi and radiation efficiency 
50…60 % within 24—24.4 GHz frequency range. 
The parameters of the second example are listed in 
the Table 1. 

Table 1. Parameters of LWAA for 36.5—37.3 GHz 

Parameter Value 

Aperture size Lx×Ly 94 mm×97 mm 

DWG: Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 εr=2.2; tgδ=0.0009 

DWG thickness 1.52 mm 

Strip width  and spacing (dx) 3.1 mm; 6.3 mm 

Central strip width 5.2 mm 

Number of strips 15 

Number of stubs 32 

Stub size and spacing (dy) 1.6 mm×0.8 mm; 5.8 mm 

Input slot size 7.2 mm×3.4 mm 

Beamwidth (E-, H-plane) 4.5 deg.×4.5 deg. 

Maximum gain 30.5 dBi 

Radiation efficiency (min/max) 50 %/65 % 

VSWR (min/max) 1.1/1.55 

Sidelobe level ≤ −12 dB 
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It is clearly seen, that the second proposed 
LWAA with almost the same size of the radiation 
aperture, demonstrates practically the same gain and 
radiation efficiency values as the first LWAA; 
however, the operating frequency range of the first 
LWAA is as twice as wide than the frequency range 
of the second LWAA. Nevertheless, the second 
LWAA has an obvious advantage as more compact, 
easy to fabricate and low cost. 

One more example of the second LWAA 
designed for 81-82 GHz frequency range has been 
simulated recently. Figure 7 illustrates data on 
simulated characteristics of directivity and gain of 
the antenna with the aperture size of 40 mm×40 
mm×0,52 mm (made of Rogers RT/Duroid 5880). 

It seen that the radiation efficiency of the antenna 
is almost the same and reaches 58 % at 81.5 GHz.  

 
Frequency, f (GHz) 

Gain, G (dBi) 

Directivity, D (dBi) 

 

Figure 7. Simulated antenna directivity and gain 

4 CONCLUSION 

Two kinds of planar center-fed leaky-wave antenna 
arrays for linearly polarized broadside radiation are 
proposed and demonstrated.  

Both kinds of antenna arrays contain a printed 
one-dimensional periodic metal strip grating, a 
grounded dielectric waveguide and a feeding device. 
The distinguished features of the antennas are low 
return loss and high gain at the frequency of the 
broadside radiation. The radiation efficiency of the 
antennas is above 50 % within a wide range of the 
antenna gain, actually from 24 to 28—30 dBi at 
frequencies up to 80—82 GHz. 
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